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Topic : The Qualities of a Succissful Person



1. The Jotted Outline : asia~?K)~fl  Topic %hMpd@~‘6tfh6  :

Topic : The Qualities of a Successful Person

The Jotted Outline

(G%mdolu)
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The Jotted Outline
.-

The Qualities of a

I .  T h e s i s  : A successful person has to have certain qualities. Above all, he

has to be self-confident, work hard, and be able to make decision.

II. ’ Be self-confident

- believe in himself

- can do job well

- help to work

- show impression

- help build success

III. Working hard

- not depend on luck

- work long hours

- forsake the holidays

- gain promotion

- become famous / respectable

IV. Be able to make decision

- have clear and beneficial decision

- decision affects future
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- be rewarded with good decision

- hasty and uncareful decision make one unprogressive

v. Conclusion  : Self-confidence is essential for success. Working hard and

making good decisions are also very important for success.
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The Sentence Outline

’ The Qualifies of a Successful Person

I. Thesis : A successful person has to have certain qualities. Above all, he

has to be self-confident, work hard, and be able to make decision.

II. He has to be self-confident.

A. He believes in himself and his ability to do things well.

1. It helps him in his work.

2. He is sure that he can do it well.

B. He gives a good impression to his boss and fellow worker.

1. A person who doesn’t believe in himself is likely not to do his

job well.

2. Self-confidence helps build success.

III. Another essential aspect of obtaining success is hard work.

A. Mosf  successful people don ‘f depend on luck.

1 . They don’t wait idly for luck to knock on their door.

2. They never claim that successful people just have good luck.

B. They  work hard and diligenf1.y.

1. They work long hours and forsake their holidays.

2. Their hard work pays off and good things begin to happen to

them.
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a. They get a job promotion.

b. They got a raise in salary or maybe even become famous.

IV. A successful person needs to be able to make decisions.

A. The decisions have to be clear well-thought out and beneficial.

1. Decisions are very important as they will affect the future.

2. In life people are faced with many decisions.

B.  Good decisions are rewarded.

1. These persons who inform themselves thoroughly and make

decisions after carefully thinking about it, are most

s u c c e s s f u l .

2. A person who often makes hasty and therefore incorrect

decisions, has less chance of moving up in the world.

V. Conclusion : Self-confidence is essential for success. Working hard and

making good decisions are very important for success.
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, The Qualities of a Successful Person

Everybody wants to be successful. However, it’s difficult to

achieve this, people have different ideas on how to become successful.

Some people think it’s mostly luck, while others think it depends on

what family you are born into. Still others insist that the most important

thing in getting about is knowing the right people. Personally, I believe

that a successful person has to have certain qualities. Above all, he has

to be self-confident, work hard, and be able to make decision.

A person who is going to do well in life has to be self-confident.

This means that he believes in himself and his ability to do things well.
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For cxamplc, if he gets a new job, he is sure that he can do it well. This

self-confidence helps him in his work. He also gives a good impression

to his boss and fellow worker. A person who doesn’t believe in himself

is likely not to do his job well. Self-confidence helps build success.

Another essential aspect of obtaining success is hard work. Many

people think hard work is not necessary. They claim that successful

people  just have good luck. Therefore, they wait idly for luck to knock

on their door. Very rarely does this happen. Most successful people don

‘t depend on luck. They work hard and differently, sometimes long

hours and forsaking their holidays. Their hard work pays off and good

things begin to happen to them. For example, they get a job promotion,

a raise in salary or maybe even become famous.

Along with self-confidence and hard work, a successful person

needs to be able to make decisions. The decisions have to be clear well

thought-out and beneficial. Decisions are very important as they will

affect the future. In life people are faced with many decisions. Good

decisions are rewarded. Usually, those persons who inform themselves

thoroughly and make decisions after carefully thinking about it are most

successful. A person who often makes hasty and therefore incorrect

decisions, has less chance of moving up in the world.
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Being successful is not a matter of being lucky or of knowing the

right people. I think it depends on the individual and his views and

abilities. Self-confidence is essential for success. Working hard and

making good decisions are also very important for success. A successful

persons has these qualities.
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From the givenly finished
composition above, list down
your new words. Look up the
appropriate meaning from

your dictionary then write out
some more sentences of using

that word in the same or
different context (situation).
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Sample of

VOCABULARY REVIEW’ & SENTENCE  COiVSTRUC’Z’IOiV

1 The Quality of a Successful Person 1._  _

ability : (II.)  - the power or skill to do something (CWXJ~WYSI)

Ex.-->

1. Man is the only animal that has the ability to invent

his own language.

2. Jim has great ability as a singer.

achieve : (v) - to accomplish or succeed; to gain or to reach by one’s

effort (l~?una7ud7649)

Ex.-->

1. Mary achieved her goal of winning the prize for the best

essay.

2. Robert Frost achieved fame as a poet.

affect : (v) - to make something happen to; have an effect on; to make

a person feel something in his heart (~~anszW’uszW”a~Ga)

Exe--.

1. The lack of rain may affect the crops in a bad way this year.

2. The photographs of the hungry children affected him very

much and made him sad.
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believe : (v)  - to have trust or faith in the truth of; to think (~&~a,

FGm7.  Eh10)

Ex.-->

1. The police didn’t believe the thief.

2. Jack believes in ghosts.

3. No matter what a man believes, he must be sincere.

benefit : (n) - something that helps a person or thing (pJ%~r~%Ipd,  era#>

EX.-->

1. Knowing how to speak Spanish is great benefit if you

visit Mexico.

2. The students had the benefit of a fine library.

boss : (n) - a person who watches over and plans the work of others

(%ml~7~,  l,?mhn’M)

Ex.-->

1. The boss hired three new people to help get the job done on

time.

2. He was the boss of fifty men.

chance : (n) - a good or favorable opportunity (‘imp)

Ex.--.

1. The prisoner saw the chance to escape.

2. She has a chance to visit Europe this summer.
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claim : (n) - demand for something as one’s right, a saying that

something is true (h&,  hs’, Rxb)

Ex.-->

1. After the fire, father filed a claim with the insurance

company.

2. The miner’s claim is a piece of land in the hills.

decision : (n) - the act or result of making up one’s mind (R?w’?%u%P)

Ex.--.

1. John likes to think carefully about a problem before he

makes a decision.

2. I made a decision to accept the job offered.

different : (adj.) - not alike or similar; not the same; separate (uwnd?;,

f%)

Ex.--.

1. A bicycle and a motorcycle are different.

2. It rained two different times this afternoon.

difficult : (adj.) - hard to do, understand, not easy (mn,  dxr?n)

Ex.--.

1. Carrying the heavy bed upstairs was a difficult job.

2. This is a difficult arithmetic problem.

diligent : (adj.) - careful and hard- working (O&&~&W)
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Ex.-->

1. Jane is a diligent student.

2. Most successful people are diligent.

essential  :(adj.)  - very important or necessary (ox&, h6ih,  6~wiWd7&3)

Ex.-->

1. It is essential that we leave now or we’ll miss the last

train.

(n) - a necessary or basic part

2. We brought food, sleeping bags, a tent, and other essentials

for our camping trip.

famous : (adj.) - very well-known; having great fame (iida6&N)

Ex.-->

1. Thomas Edison is famous for having invented the electric

light.

2. Jim is a famous writer.

fellow : (adj.) - being the same or very much alike (r6xtwa49t-7~)

Ex.-->

1. He got along well with his fellow classmates.

(n) - a man or boy

2. He is certainly a clever fellow to come up with such a

good idea.
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forsake : (v) - to give up or leave (a~&)

Ex.--.

1. He has decided to forsake the city and live on a farm.

2. His friends will not forsake him.

hasty : (adj.) - quick; hurried; careless; reckless (%I&,  %?w,  XW%)

Ex.-->

1.  We ate a hasty breakfast because we were already late for

school.

2. Jane made a hasty decision that she was sorry for later.

idea : (n) - a thought, belief, or opinion formed in the mind; a point of

inspiration (~3uGm)

Ex.-->

1. The author had an idea for a new novel.

2. John has some very good ideas for the party decorations.

idle : (adj.), idly : (adv.)

idle : (atij.) - doing something; not busy; not working; useless; lazy

(G%wh, 2a%70&&  laioJ”8eqs,-)

Ex.-->
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1. The idle boy did not prepare his class assignment.

2. Joe is an idle person who never does her share of work

around the house.

impression : (II) - an effect on the mind or feelings (wJDJLI~:&%~)

Ex.-->

1. What was your impression of the new girl in our class?

2. The boy made a good impression by his hard work.

incorrect : (adj.) - not right or not correct; not proper (~@&N,  &I)

Ex.-->

1. You must do this problem over because your answer is

incorrect.

2. It is incorrect to say, “I seen the boy yesterday”.

3. It is thought to be improper incorrect to put your feet on

the desk.

individual, : (n) - a single person or thing (ladwqwa,  nw I G%IJ,

l796WXW)

Ex.-->

1. He is a strange individual.

2. Mary is a happy individual.

life : (n) - a living being; the period from birth to death; person @%I)

Ex.-->
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1. Firemen save many lives every year.

2. His grandmother has had a long and happy life.

3. It is now a fact that we live many fives.

.

luck : (n) - What seems to happen to a person by chance; good

fortune (kwl,,  anmG)

Ex-->

1. She had no luck in looking for her lost ring.

2. I had the luck of finding a good job.

3. Some people have great good luck in getting what they

want in life.

necessary : (adj.) - that cannot be done without; needed; that cannot be

avoided; certain (6~6%~)

Ex.-->

1. Proper food and rest are necessary for good health.

2. Low grades were a necessary result of the student’s poor

work.

need : (n) - h 1 k ft e ac o something necessary, useful, or desired

(t437%~&39.9n~ti)

Ex.--.

1. What are the needs for our camping trip?

2. There is no need to stay any longer.

personally : (adv.) - not with the help of others; by oneself (r%&Saum’a)
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Ex.-->

1. 1 don’t like him personally.

2. The senator answered my letter personally.

promotion : (n) - gnsin In  rank or grade; a furthering or helping

towards success (n~x&~tix~~ti~)

Ex.-->

1. Uncle Jim got a promotion from captain to major.

2. The promotion of Mary’s career as a musician requires

much practice.

quality : (n) - degree of excellence (~CJBDV,  ~~A&MK)

Ex.-->

1. George has all the qualities of a successful businessman.

2. That market sells meat of the highest quality.

raise : (11)  - an increase in amount (*7sb&&)

Ex.-->

1. Pat received a raise in pay of five dollars a week.

2. Tom received a small raise for his work.

reward : (v) - to offer something in  return for doing good (%ki9~a)

Ex.-->
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The man rewarded Bettey with twenty dollars for finding

his watch.

The woman rewarded Linda for returning the wallet she
l

had found.

All religions teach that the good we rewarded with

happiness.

salary : (n) - a fixed amount of money that is paid to someone for work

done; it is paid at regular times (~9wrn”aw)

Ex.--.

1. My brother’s summer job pays a salary of seventy dollars

a week.

2. His salary will be increase next year.

3. “Working for peanuts” means working hard at minimal

silary  .

successful : (adj.) - having success (thwvmh~~)

- achieving the desired end (u=r~$/nr~a)

EL-->

1. My aunt is a successful lawyer.

2. The writer’s book was successful and sold many copies.

3. Successful men are said to be helped by successful

woman.
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through : (acij.)  - thoroughly : (adv.) - from side or end to the other

(W”i=i,  NJ@,  67h62771d)

Ex.-->

1. The farmer opened the barnyard gate and the cattle went

through.

2. He went through the hall into the bedroom.

view : (v) - sight; vision; that which one sees or a picture of it; attitude

or opinion (&6&mv, GlwmG)

ET&-->

1. We have a view of the lake from this window.

2. He watched the ship until it was no longer in view.

3. Abraham Lincoln is best remembered for his views on

slavery.
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Argumentative Composition

l analysis

l comparison & contrast

l cause & effect

/
If you are not familiar \

with them, now,

let’s take a look carefully


